City Pool League Rules 2020-2021
1. Last pocket. Intended pocket. 3 rail option on the 8 ball. You can 3 rail the
cue ball into the 8 ball or hit the 8 ball 3 rails into any pocket. You must notify
your opponent when attempting any 3 rail shot and also when attempting shot that
isn't obvious. Same last pocket is acceptable.
2. You must make a honest attempt to hit your object ball. No deliberately
shooting at the 8 ball if it is not your object ball. Doing so will cause loss of
game.
3. Bad break or miscue on the break is up to the captains on location to re-rack
and break again. However the opposite team breaks the second rack.
4. The 8 ball in not neutral. No Jumping balls.
5. Captains are to be marked on score sheet with an X. Captains are allowed to
help team shooting 1 time per game. Captains can only help if they are asked to
come to the pool table.
6. 2 minute time limit per shot. If captain is involved, you get an extra minute.
Captains are to keep the games moving without delays. Both Captains Are To
Enforce 2 minute Rule.
7. You can shoot with up to 8 people. You can shoot with 5 people three times a
Half, any more than that will result in 4 games forfeited. It is up to captains to
determine the score sheet rotations if a team shoots with any other than 6 people.
8. If for some reason you can not play the match due to weather or not enough
players you must notify the opposing team by 4:00 P.M. Thursday. If a team is a
no show and has no legitimate reason, the team present gets weekly average of
wins. No show team gets 0 wins.
9. All players at the start of the game must complete all of their games or all the
games they played in will be forfeited., with the exception of an emergency.
10. If there is a tie, the captains will pick one team to play. Flip for break, team
chosen must have been partners all night. This game just determines who has to
pay the money, doesn't count toward standings.

11. $6.00 from each team is required to give the bar for quarters for pool for night.
12. Home team is responsible for buying a round of drinks. Up To Visiting Bar
To Buy 2nd Round.
13. A sub player can shoot for any team. The sub is not limited to just one bar.
14. If it is not your shot at the pool table stay 10 feet away from table. If there is
not 10 feet available do your best to distance yourself Please be respectful when
other players are shooting.
15. The home team will rack first 3 games, followed by visiting team racking 3
games. Then repeat for remaining games.

